Secure attachment in its social context

The conditions that promote security are psychological, social, and political.

The primary condition for a good childhood is secure attachment\(^2\). Securely attached children are more eager to play and to learn, more confident and generous, more at ease with the ups and downs of friendship, better able to ask for help when they need it, have more self control, more independence from peer\(^3\) and social pressures, and greater resilience to stress. These qualities are desirable provided the prevailing culture also values them. A mutual society, for example, sees tax as a vital social duty, not a private burden. In a state of constant civil war or oppression, on the other hand, fewer people feel obligations to others beyond those that they know, and social generosity may be a hindrance to survival\(^4\).

Insecurity is often accompanied by anxiety about one or both parents – their physical and mental health and their money problems, their relationship with one another - a hidden source of mental pain in children. Such preoccupations can impede social and learning skills.

Security requires reinforcing throughout development. There is not much social class difference in attachment status of babies, but insecure children are made worse by social disadvantage while higher status reduces the risks.

“They live in a culture that has its own rules and power ratings. The power currency is violence. ...They don’t like being on the periphery. But after a while they become immune: emotionally cold. This environment dictates the culture, one of emotional coldness and envy. This kind of kid doesn’t happen overnight, they are a while in the making”.

Camila Batmanghelidjh on socially excluded youths who seek acceptance in violent gangs\(^5\)

Before endorsing any specific initiatives designed to improve the lives of children a learned report from a leading British children’s charity must make a clear and powerful statement about the currently damaging social context for families in this country.

Support for parents in an insecure world

Children experience parents under greater stress than in recent decades. Parents have to work harder to buy or rent more expensive homes\(^6\), have less job\(^7\) and pension security, may have to fund childminding, mortgage and student loan repayments all at the same time, are more likely to split up\(^8\), to start a family later\(^9\) and to have to care for elderly - i.e. more long lived - parents of their own. We live in a less secure and less familiar society with a more mobile population, both economic migrants and refugees. Racist political parties are growing in many parts of Europe. The only mobility that is reduced is that between social classes. Children see how social insecurity affects their parents and expect that the same could apply to them when they grow up.

Between 1980 and 2000 the UK moved from being one of the most equal to one of the most unequal states in EU\(^10\). High average incomes are irrelevant in such a society. Unlike poverty\(^11\), which is exclusion through lack of money, inequality affects

\(^1\) Submission to Good childhood Inquiry
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/what+we+do/The+good+childhood+inquiry
most of the population by increasing insecurity and anxiety and decreasing trust and self esteem across the board\textsuperscript{12}. It corrodes social cohesion and aggravates pre-existing psychological vulnerabilities\textsuperscript{13} and is associated with higher rates of educational failure\textsuperscript{14}, teenage pregnancy\textsuperscript{15}, adolescent self harm\textsuperscript{16}, substance abuse, violence\textsuperscript{17}, obesity\textsuperscript{18}, imprisonment, chronic stress and mistrust as well as steep variations in child mortality\textsuperscript{19}. A recent study showing increases in adolescent conduct problems in UK\textsuperscript{20} failed to notice the correlation between this and the massive rise in national income inequality over the same period. A contrasting finding in the Netherlands\textsuperscript{21} showed little change in adolescent problems over this period. Income inequality had not changed significantly there, either\textsuperscript{22}. Most of the beneficial effects of - for example - better nutrition and interventions to reduce obesity\textsuperscript{23} and teenage pregnancy\textsuperscript{24} safer and more attractive places to play\textsuperscript{25}, greater access and facilities for music\textsuperscript{26}, art, sport and drama, policies and practices to diminish educational disadvantage\textsuperscript{27}, safer and healthier routes to school, robust anti-bullying policies\textsuperscript{28,29}, better resources for children with special needs and for looked after children, a less oppressive school testing regime, a more comprehensive curriculum, more enlightened and regulated media (tv, radio, internet, advertising\textsuperscript{30}) etc. will simply leak away in the gap between the haves and the have-nots\textsuperscript{31}. Social incohesion undermines family and school life, and health.

**Care of children and adolescents**

It is never too late to promote security, but it gets harder to achieve the older the child is. Not all parents have the skills to produce in their children what they themselves have lacked (about a third of us are not secure in attachment terms) so education and support are required. All who care for children and adolescents need that.

Children and adolescents need looking after throughout development, even into early adulthood\textsuperscript{32}. Parents and other relatives, minders, nannies, foster parents, family centre staff, prison staff, residential social workers, religious leaders, sports coaches, nursery nurses, teachers and youth workers all have a part to play. Apart from teaching, none of these roles is properly valued by society. There is little training and poor pay for most people who look after children and young people, the majority of whom are women\textsuperscript{33}. Parenting support\textsuperscript{34} is just beginning to be developed as a professional activity. Front line support must always be linked with specialist health and social services, to support the workers themselves and ease referrals in the most serious cases. Under financial pressure, and the demands of 24/7 mental health cover, for example, vital camhs consultative links to primary care, extended schools and children’s centres are threatened\textsuperscript{35}.

**Early years interventions that can reduce risk to children**

**Perinatal:** From conception onwards the resilience of children is compromised by stress and insecurity in their parents\textsuperscript{36,37}. Both anxiety during pregnancy\textsuperscript{38} and depression after it\textsuperscript{39} have serious effects on the health and development of the child. The most socially deprived mothers are far more likely to have very premature births\textsuperscript{40}. Despite recommendations from the National Service Frameworks (NSF)\textsuperscript{41}, there is a woeful lack of services (and poor coordination of what exists) for mothers and fathers between conception and the time of birth. This misses the only opportunity for true early intervention with those most at risk\textsuperscript{42}.
**Paid parental leave:** Fully funded maternal leave is associated with lower child mortality ("a ten week extension in paid leave is predicted to decrease post neonatal mortality rates by 4.1%"43). This remarkable finding should have an immediate impact on policy, and not only to save lives. Death is merely the tip of an iceberg of physical, mental and developmental disorder. (And in the upbringing of infant boys it is useful to know that, despite appearances, they are more vulnerable and immature than girls.44) Fathers have to be involved from the beginning and are more likely to do so, and to play an equal role in parenting, if their leave is adequately paid for45. Even if he later separates from the mother, a father’s devotion to his children is stronger if he has got to know the baby intimately from birth.

**Children’s Centres and preschool education:** After funded leave and supported parental care comes varieties of non-parental care and education46. Better training and pay for early years staff would improve outcomes and reduce turnover. UK needs to learn from continental Europe the tradition of pedagogic professions47: proper pay, status and training for the job, particularly when the families most in need are hard to engage or to reach. Collaborating with ‘difficult’ people does not come naturally to anyone. There are now established standards48 but these need to be complemented with adequate pay and continuous professional development, in particular by regular facilitated work discussion to promote reflective capacity49. Work with young families is a professional skill.

Political courage and conviction is required to keep this ambitious and visionary project – in effect the creation of supportive neighbourhoods - going long enough to show measurable benefits50. These will not be seen clearly in the short term. Belsky et al’s findings51 suggest that to be more effective Sure Start needs much closer working links with NHS services, in particular with health visitors and with child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS). The irony that Sure Start has tended to aggravate the disadvantage of the poorest52 reinforces the need for targeted services - including home visiting53 - alongside universal ones.

**Education**

Many submissions will be made to you about education. My plea is to make the teaching of personal social and health education (PSHE) a serious career choice for those with the gifts to do it. It may need to become a statutory part of the curriculum54. The syllabus covers many things but not philosophy55 where children of all ages can discuss love and hate, god, race, friendship, nationality and culture, honesty, trust, fairness and unfairness, truth, climate change, evolution and, indeed, parenthood (all children know about parenting/caregiving because they observe it every day).

PSHE is clearly not a didactic subject but needs different classroom methods (more guided discussion) and therefore different training for the teacher/facilitator.

Extended school days could be a benefit to children but of course that depends on the quality of staff and opportunities made available.

---

Dr Sebastian Kraemer  
Tavistock Clinic and Whittington Hospital  
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